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Introduction and Motivation
• Nonproliferation	detection	relies	on	a	broad	range	of	technologies,	including	radiation	
detection,	seismology,	infrasound,	optical	spectroscopy,	and	analysis	of	big	data	analytics	

• A	subset	of	these	technologies	takes	the	advantage	of	selectivity,	favorable	propagation	
properties,	and	generous	statistics	of	optical	photons	for	proliferation	detection	

• The	major	advances	in	photon	generation,	manipulation,	and	detection	offer	a	strong	case	
for	innovative	use	of	optical	techniques	in	nonproliferation	context
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Mission Relevance
Detect	and	monitor	
nuclear	fuel	cycle

Detect	diversion	of	
special	nuclear	material

Improve	the	speed,	accuracy,	
confidence,	and	specificity	of	nuclear	

forensics	analytical	techniques

Detection	of	UO2F2
Rapid	detection	of	uranium	

and	its	isotopes
Detection	of	a	wide	range	of	
elements	and	compounds
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Optical signatures from laser-produced plasmas 
temporally and spatially dependent
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FIG. 8. Dependence of full-widths (FWHM) of U II 500.82
nm and U I 499.01 nm on electron density.

FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of U I 499.01-nm and U II 500.82-
nm line profiles recorded 1.5 mm away from the target surface.

di↵erent delays and plotted as functions of electron den-
sity as shown in Fig 8. The results of the Stark width
estimations normalized to 1⇥1016cm�3 are presented in
Table III.

V. DISCUSSION

The characteristic cylindrical shape of the LPP in
the low-pressure environment is evidenced by fast-gated
plume imaging employing the ICCD (Fig. 2) at delay
times larger than 200 ns and 4 times faster expansion
in the axial direction. The fact that the expansion oc-
curs undisturbed in the low pressure conditions as well
as the relatively large focusing spot diameter determined
the overall plasma geometry. Previous work documented
the changes in plume morphology with varying spot sizes,
observing a transition between spherical and cylindrical
expansion by changing the focal spot diameter from 60 to
280 µm38. The spatiotemporal contours in Fig. 4 show
that ionic species expand faster than atomic species in

TABLE I. Atomic parameters19 of U I spectral lines consid-
ered for determination of excitation temperature.

� (nm) Eu(eV) Ju El(eV) Jl gf

405.81 3.52 7 0.47 7 1.29E-09
410.31 3.93 8 0.91 7 8.40E-10
416.24 3.45 8 0.47 7 1.48E-09
416.37 3.51 7 0.53 6 9.67E-10
418.70 3.49 7 0.53 6 1.24E-09
420.11 3.90 9 0.95 8 7.57E-10
421.16 3.72 6 0.77 6 1.03E-09
422.24 3.41 8 0.47 7 2.62E-09
423.17 3.88 9 0.95 8 1.01E-09
426.79 3.68 6 0.77 6 7.72E-10
428.88 3.66 6 0.77 6 1.61E-09
431.31 3.34 8 0.47 7 2.11E-09
436.28 3.31 8 0.47 7 9.14E-10
437.18 3.84 8 1.01 7 1.09E-09
444.83 3.26 7 0.47 7 7.92E-10
462.02 3.46 7 0.77 6 2.59E-09
474.35 3.39 7 0.77 6 1.27E-09
481.09 3.05 8 0.47 7 1.97E-09
481.57 3.04 7 0.47 7 1.08E-09
491.04 3.30 7 0.77 6 2.13E-09
492.84 3.04 7 0.53 6 3.02E-09
495.58 3.45 8 0.95 8 1.33E-09
496.73 2.97 8 0.47 7 2.53E-09
506.38 2.92 7 0.47 7 1.58E-09
516.41 3.41 8 1.01 7 1.53E-09
530.85 2.81 7 0.47 7 3.61E-09
549.64 2.76 6 0.53 6 1.95E-09
556.42 2.70 7 0.47 7 6.68E-09
561.09 2.98 7 0.77 6 2.88E-09
562.15 2.68 6 0.47 7 2.23E-09
578.06 2.92 7 0.77 6 4.04E-09
597.63 2.55 8 0.47 7 1.02E-08
598.61 2.55 4 0.48 3 4.71E-09
599.73 2.84 7 0.77 6 3.87E-09
602.81 2.54 2 0.48 3 1.98E-09
606.23 2.57 7 0.53 6 2.11E-09
617.19 2.96 9 0.95 8 4.13E-09
617.54 2.54 7 0.53 6 4.27E-09
621.54 2.46 7 0.47 7 2.76E-09
629.85 2.50 5 0.53 6 2.96E-09
637.25 2.42 8 0.47 7 9.95E-09
638.98 2.68 5 0.74 4 3.87E-09
646.50 2.82 8 0.91 7 7.05E-09
650.36 2.44 7 0.53 6 3.88E-09
651.89 2.68 6 0.77 6 3.02E-09
655.50 2.37 2 0.48 3 4.34E-09

TABLE II. Atomic parameters19 of U I and U II spectral lines
used for determination of electron temperture via Saha-Eggert
equation.

Species � (nm) Eu (eV) Ju El (eV) Jl

U I 530.85 2.81 7 0.47 7
U I 578.06 2.92 7 0.77 6
U I 597.63 2.55 8 0.47 7
U II 417.16 3.19 6.5 0.12 6.5
U II 434.17 2.89 4.5 0.07 5.5
U II 447.23 2.81 4.5 0.06 5.5
U II 500.82 2.69 6.5 0.02 6.5

Courtesy:	M.	Burger	and	P.	K.	Skrodzki
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FIG. 4. (a) U I 591.538 nm, (b) U II 405.00 nm and (c) O I 777.19 nm spatiotemporally resolved emission. Temperature
distribution obtained via (d) Boltzmann diagrams and (e) Saha-Eggert equation and (e) electron density in the uranium LPP
at various delay times and axial positions with respect to the target surface. The absence of values along the diagonal in (d)
is due to inability to clearly observe majority of spectral lines at corresponding positions and times.

B. Emission spectra

At an early times the LPP emission is dominated by
continuum radiation. The emission diminishes signifi-
cantly at 1000 ns time delay at all axial positions. At
this point, the LPP decay is accompanied by reduction
of spectral line broadening to the minimum defined by
an instrumental FWHM. A comparison between simu-
lated atomic spectrum at late delay time and measured

spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. The simulation was per-
formed for U I transitions in the given spectral region
with a temperature 5000 K. The modeled spectrum ac-
counts for the majority of the U I and U II lines observed
in the experimental spectrum.
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P.	J.	Skrodzki	et	al.,	Sci.	Reports	8,	11629	(2018)
Sample title 8

FIG. 8. Normalized space- and time-resolved emission contours for U I 591.54 nm (left) and UO 593.55 nm (right) recorded

using a monochromator-PMT. All data were recorded at 100 Torr total pressure backed with pure argon gas with varying

partial pressures of oxygen. The oxygen percentages and number densities are given in the figure.

the background gas enhances plasma-assisted chemical
reactions, which deplete the populations of excited and
lower-energy state atoms in the plasma plume18,30, a↵ect-
ing the temperature and number densities in the plume.
Buckley et al.42 reported that the addition of oxygen
has a profound e↵ect in reducing the emission of atomic
lead. However, their results also showed di↵erent signal
trends for atomic chromium and beryllium line emissions
in comparison with lead. Gleason and Hahn43 reported a
dramatic reduction in signal from a mercury plasma in air
compared to a pure nitrogen background, which is similar
to the results observed in the lead plasma by Buckley42.
These previous results highlight that the oxygen-initiated
plasma chemistry and its associated reduction of the ex-
cited state population depend strongly on the target ma-
terial and its matrix. In this study, we find the maximum
persistence of U I emission in the inert nitrogen and ar-
gon fill gases is significantly greater than the persistence
in air and, additionally, the plume expands more slowly
and irregularly in air, as shown in Fig. 4.

Emission signals and backgrounds, the essential ob-
servables for analysis, are influenced by the morpho-
logical characteristics of the LPPs in di↵erent ambient
environments. Investigation of plume expansion with
copper-containing plasmas suggests confinement at am-
bient pressures on the order of 10–100 Torr increases
the atomic line intensity as well as early-time continuum
emission. At lower pressures (1 Torr), the intensity of
atomic emission features increases slowly with increas-
ing pressure, suggesting that the excitation may occur
from collisions between plasma species and ambient gas

particles44. Additionally, the nature of the ambient gas
plays a crucial role in determining the signal levels; for
example, signal-to-background ratios of U emission fea-
tures in argon gas increased fourfold compared to air
in 100 Torr pressure36. Modeling studies also showed
the plasma generated in argon is typically characterized
by higher plasma temperatures than in air and nitro-
gen45. The nitrogen molecule, having a large number of
ro-vibrational states, facilitates more rapid cooling com-
pared to argon. Additionally, molecular nitrogen is more
readily ionized than argon since it has a lower ionization
potential than argon; and notably the specific heat of ni-
trogen is approximately twice that of argon46. Recent re-
search demonstrated that, under certain conditions, LPP
in argon can provide a uniform radiation source47. The
greater plasma temperature may explain the prolonged
persistence of the atomic U emission compared to nitro-
gen observed in Fig. 6. One contributor to the di↵erent
temperatures in air and argon may be the absence of en-
dothermic reactions between the LPP constituents and
particles from the ambient in argon.

The contrast between the nitrogen and air cases implies
that the presence of oxygen, among other species in the
surrounding environment, causes depletion of the excited
state atomic U population. Both U oxides and nitrides
may form in air. However, the formation of U nitrides is
considered insignificant due to the extremely high bond
dissociation energy of nitrogen molecules in compari-
son with U reaction pathways with oxygen molecules48.
This argument is consistent with negligible di↵erences
observed in persistence of U species in argon and nitro-

Atomic Molecular

M.	C.	Phillips	et	al.,	Sci.	Reports	7,	3784	(2017)

Courtesy:	P.	Skrodzki P.	J.	Skrodzki	et	al.,	Sci.	Reports	7,	12740	(2017)
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Multi-signature detection of uranium at ten 
meters using a laser filament in a single shot

Letter Optics Letters 3

Fig. 3. Time-dependent emission intensity for
(a) U I 591.54 nm; (b) UO 593.55 nm; and (c) background. The
background is determined as the area under a polynomial
curve fit to the spectrum. Integration limits for the signal
features were determined by fitting the emission profiles of
(d) U I 591.54 nm and (e) U I 593.38 nm and UO 593.55 nm fea-
tures. Atomic lines were fit with a Voigt profile, while the UO
molecular band was fit with a Gaussian profile (green line –
UO fit, red line – U I 593.38 nm fit).

Fig. 4. Evolution of the signal-to-background ratio with the
number of laser shots for (a) atomic U I and (b) molecular UO
for the remote collection and ablation scenarios for 2 m, 5 m,
and 10 m. Signal development with shots integrated, single
shot (c) and 100 shots (d) for the 10 m ablation-collection sce-
nario. The shaded regions show the U I - 591.54 nm and UO -
593.55 nm features of interest in (a) and (b), respectively.

gle laser shot. To assess this possibility, we first compare the
signal-to-background ratios (SBR) of atomic U and UO features
(Fig. 4). The background may be comprised in part of unresolved
emission features from U oxides, and hence may be correlated

to the U I and UO signals. However, the following analysis
mimics a practical scenario in which we quantify how well the
U I and UO spectral features can be distinguished from the back-
ground, which may include unresolved oxide emissions. The
SBR is nearly constant for each case when increasing the num-
ber of shots; as expected, the uncertainty in the SBR decreases
with shot number. A relative uncertainty of ⇠5% is reached
after integrating 28 shots for the UO feature at 10 m, and 100
shots yield .2% relative uncertainty. The measurement times
needed to reach these uncertainties at the experimental 80-Hz
repetition rate are ⇠0.35 s and ⇠1.25 s, respectively. The SBR for
U I decreases with increasing ablation-collection distance, as a
result of lower intensity reaching the target with further ablation
schemes, along with the increased collection distance. On the
other hand, the SBR for UO at 10 m is greater than both 2- and
5-m cases. Also, the ratio of the intensity of molecular emission
to atomic emission increases with ablation distance (0.37 for 2 m
and 0.95 for 10 m). These results imply lower intensity of the
filament from farther ablation schemes under the present experi-
mental conditions may foster the production and/or favorable
excitation of the molecular species. We expect different focus-
ing conditions to affect the U plasma chemistry, where longer
filaments are expected to lose more energy along the path due
to ionization of air. Plausible mechanisms related to less energy
reaching the target for the increased rates of formation of UO in
the plasma include lower initial plasma temperatures [15] and
densities, as well as weaker shocks, which allow oxygen from
the ambient to penetrate and react with uranium in the LPP [18].
However, a dedicated analysis on the filament interaction with
the target is necessary to determine the mechanisms that lead to
U oxide formation in the plasma. Nevertheless, the improved
SBR of UO at 10-m suggests that the UO band may be a suitable
feature for detection of uranium in air using FIBS.

Fig. 5. Single-shot probability distributions for signal and
background compared to background counts alone for (a) 10-
m up-close measurement and (b) 10-m ablation – 10-m col-
lection measurement. Both U I 591.54 nm and UO 593.55 nm
signal features were considered. (c) Receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curve for U I and UO signal features. (d) Detec-
tion probability with laser shots averaged and measurement
time with a set 1% false alarm probability.
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L.	A.	Finney	et	al.,	Opt.	Lett.,	in	press
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Multiple opportunities exist for enhancement of 
optical signatures

3D	(λex-λf-t)	optical	signatures
Spectrally-	and	time-
dependent	excitation: 
coherent	control

Control	of	beam	
intrensity	and	phase	
profile

from prior studies [8, 13]. Our LIBS system utilizes a non-

gated CCD camera to collect the plasma emission inte-

grated over the entire temporal plasma evolution. The
measured spectra thus contain superimposed characteristic

line and the background continuum emission. The emission

lines used to quantify the SNR were selected such that they
exhibited high intensity and occurred in a spectral region

that had other resolvable spectral lines characteristic for the

material of interest. Figures 2 and 3 show the spectra
obtained from fs LIBS on copper and uranium, respec-

tively. The emission lines chosen for copper were at 521.82

and 515.324 nm, and for uranium the emission lines chosen
were at 409.013 and 406.254 nm. The background was

calculated as the average of the baseline surrounding both

sides of the line emission peak. The SNR measured with

this choice of spectral lines has been found to be lower in

uranium than in copper, but this may not be a general result
as the SNR associated with many other spectral lines could

also be compared.
In Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 the effect of pulse width resulting

from application of both positive and negative GDD

(positive or negative chirp) is presented. The effect of pulse
width on the spectra near the transform limit was studied

separately for short (42–250 fs) and longer (250–1.5 ps)

pulses. Figure 4 shows the measured effect of pulse width
on the 521.82 nm copper line. The intensity of this spectral

line initially decreases for positive and increases for neg-

ative GDD, and continues to increase for pulse durations up
to 250 fs. For longer pulse durations, negative and positive

GDD of the same magnitude result in different line inten-

sities, suggesting differences in the efficiency of coupling

(b) 

(a) 

Fig. 7 Uranium 409.01 nm peak to background ratio (SNR) as a
function of pulse width for both negative and positive GDD:
a 45–250 fs; b 250 fs–1.5 ps

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Ratio of the intensities of 521.82 and 515.25 nm characteristic
emission lines in copper as a function of pulse width for negative and
positive GDD: a 45–250 fs; b 250 fs–1.5 ps

Pulse chirp effects in ultrafast laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy

123

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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needed to produce ionization (W-value) in dry air of 33.97 ± 0.05 J C−1 40, filament core diameter of 100 µm9, a 
limiting electron density of 1017 cm−3 7,10, and filament length of 5 cm, which was typically observed for 1.9 mJ 
pump laser energy. Furthermore, we assume the majority of ionization occurs locally, within the filament core. 
The resultant energy expended to ionization and excitation of this plasma column is ∼0.2 mJ, constituting ∼10% 
of the incident pulse energy. In this analysis we also assume a steep energy density gradient between the filament 
core and reservoir, as discussed in detail by Liu et al.41 and Luo et al.42. Liu et al. find that for the maintenance of 
the full length of the filament core which actually contains only ∼10% of the pulse energy, the propagation of a 
wide reservoir (whose transverse area is about 5–10 times as large as the filament core), in which up to 50% of the 
pulse energy is located together with the core, is necessary. Figure 2 (a) shows the damage from the various com-
ponents of the single filament which are consistent with the filament dimensions predicted by Liu et al., a wider  
∼300 µm-radius affected region from the core and reservoir. The focused irradiance on the copper surface is 
estimated to ∼ ×5 1013 W cm−2, assuming 10% of the remaining energy of the input pulse lies within the filament 
core of diameter 100 µm. This result compares well with the expected clamped intensity reported in several other 
works23,24,26.

In summary, ∼10% of the 1.9 mJ input energy is lost to ionization and excitation in the filament core, and 
the remaining energy either interacts with the target through absorption or reflection or is lost via diffraction 
from the outer edge of the filament. The Sedov calculation predicts ∼25–30% of the input energy contributes 
primarily to fast detonation in the single filament regime, leaving 60–65% of the energy lost to diffraction from 
the outer edge of the filament reservoir or reflection from the target surface. Modeling studies by Bogaerts et al.43 
of ns-ablation of copper and by Cheng et al.44 of fs-ablation of copper predict a rapid drop in reflectivity of copper 
throughout ablation from ∼0.9 to 0.1 and from 0.85 to 0.23, respectively, due to a sharp temperature increase 
and surface roughening dependent on the incident laser fluence. Consequently, we cannot isolate the losses due 
to reflection and diffraction due to the dynamic absorption and reflection processes throughout ablation, but we 
conclude that the majority of the input energy does not contribute toward detonation.

With pulse energies 2.5 mJ or greater, random formation of multiple filaments is observed. Figure 2 shows 
damage on the sample from energies in the transition region from single to multiple filamentation. The irregular 
shape of the shockwave in the multiple filament regime violates the major assumption of shockwave symmetry 
in the point detonation approximation in the Sedov model. Instabilities and noise in the beam profile nucle-
ate several plasma channels along the propagation direction of the beam, causing irregular target ablation as 
observed in Fig. 2(d). Fig. 3 emphasizes the deviation from the Sedov model for point explosions by comparing 
the compression front radii measured similarly between the single and multiple filament regimes from the target 
to the shock position along the laser axis as shown by the inset in Fig. 1. Evidently, it is no longer appropriate to 
calculate the detonation energies under the assumption of symmetric shock expansion from a point because of 
the irregular shape. In order to maintain the spherical expansion model in the multiple filament regime, we con-
sistently generate two sufficiently separated shock fronts with a beam focused by a split lens, effectively inducing 
multiple filamentation. The details of this experimental approach are presented in Supplementary Note 1. The two 
distinct shock fronts are each seeded by individual filament cores, and the spherical expansion model is used for 
each. Subsequently, the individual and total detonation energies are presented in Fig. 1 for pump laser energies 
comparable to those in which we observed random multiple filamentation.

Spectral imaging of plasma formed from filament-solid interaction. Next, we observe directly the 
species-distinct time- and space-resolved emission from the filament-produced plasma using filtered and gated 
spectral imaging. Supplementary Note 2 provides time-resolved frames of neutral, ionic, and atmospheric spe-
cies in the target plasma. Figure 4 shows the normalized emission from ionic and neutral species from the target 

Figure 1. Initial detonation energy obtained from the predictive Sedov model. Focusing using an ordinary lens, 
resulting in random filament distribution in the multiple filament regime, is compared to focusing using a split 
lens, allowing induced multiple filament formation.

P.	Skrodzki	et	al,	
Sci.	Rep.	7,	
12740	(2017)

K.	Hartig	et	al.,	JRNC	
296,	135	(2013)

(Courtesy:	P.	Skrodzki)
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Technical Work Plan
• Generate	novel	and	enhance	existing		optical	signatures	of	
proliferation-relevant	elements,	isotopes,	and	compounds	

• Major	tasks:	

• Develop	a	flexible	source	for	tunable	nanosecond	
pulsed	excitation	(optical	parametric	oscillator)	

• Implement	and	exercise	the	feedback	loop	for	
femtosecond	pulse	shaping

• Improve	excitation	and	collection	of	optical	signatures	over	
extended	distances	

• Major	tasks:	

• Push	the	detection	into	photon-number	limited	
regime	using	electron-multiplying	sensors	

• Use	beams	with	high-order	topological	charge	to	
improve	coupling	and	guide	optical	emission	by	
hydrodynamic	shock	guiding	
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Expected Impact
This	work	has	a	potential	to	impact	several	areas	of	science	and	technology	relevant	
to	detection	of	optical	signatures	from	proliferation:

New	signature	generation	
and	characterization

Advanced	optical	
sources	and	delivery	

Collection	and	
detection	technology

with the absorption spectrum of chlorophyll a, as seen
in Fig. 2. Therefore, chlorophyll fluorescence may be
excited efficiently using our current instrumentation.

Figure 1: Measured uranyl fluoride fluorescence at in-
creasing delays after excitation with 400 nm filament
conical emission [5].

3 Proposed Research
Previous studies have shown the lifetime of

chlorophyll fluorescence by excitation with pulsed
or continuous wave sources to be on the order of
nanoseconds [6]; however, excitation with an ultrafast
source may yield a different lifetime, according to our
previous work. Noting a characteristic chlorophyll
response to individual compounds is essential for
their detection in the early stages of exposure. There
are two spectral features labeled in Fig. 2 that may
give rise to a unique and quantitative measure for
elements and compounds. I plan to investigate the
intensities of these features as well as their shapes
to determine the optimum metric for deriving the
concentration of the compound absorbed by the
plant and further extend the limit of detection. It is
imperative to assess the concentration of material in
the plant versus concentration in the environment. A
radioactive isotope of phosphorous, 32P, can be used
in TBP, and similarly 18F for UO2F2, to measure
the concentration of the compound absorbed into the
plant body. Various types of grass will be used for
initial testing due to abundance and high chlorophyll
content, as well as a plant with large leaves that
grows quickly, such as the green philodendron. In
summary, the main goals of this research are:

1. identify the optimal metric for discriminating
and quantifying different compounds from the
chlorophyll fluorescence;

2. explore the effect of contaminants like UO2F2 and

TBP on common plants’ chlorophyll fluorescence;
and

3. examine the feasibility of 400 nm ultrafast laser
filament broadband light emission for remote exci-
tation of chlorophyll fluorescence in plants in vivo.

Figure 2: The 400 nm laser filament spectrum with
the absorption and fluorescence emission spectrum
of chlorophyll a (data adapted from [2]).

4 Broader Impacts
The method developed in this work may be

versatile enough to be applied widely – in nuclear
forensics, assessing contamination effects of nuclear
power plant accidents, nonproliferation, biosensors
for pollution monitoring, evaluating chemical contam-
ination in the environment, agricultural assessment of
crop health, and understanding material transport in
plants. This project will provide the opportunity for
interdisciplinary research of nuclear science, biology,
optical science, and chemistry. Finally, with the
support of this fellowship, I will have an opportunity
to present my work at technical meetings and
conferences to inform a wider audience about the
diverse applications of nuclear and optical science.
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MTV Impact

•Maintain	the	existing	and	establish	new	
collaborations	with	national	laboratories	
(PNNL,	LLNL,	LBNL)	

• Fundamental	contributions	to	signature	
science	

• Outstanding	opportunities	for	student	
scientific	training	

• Exceptional	visibility	and	recognition	of	
other	funding	agencies	

• Support	for	participation	in	key	technical	
meetings	and	workshops	

• Student	and	postdoc	transition	into	
national	laboratory	and	academic	careers
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Conclusion
• Optical	signatures	of	proliferation-related	elements,	isotopes,	and	
compounds	are	suitable	for	their	detection	and	discrimination	
• Spectral,	temporal,	and	spatial	characteristics	of	optical	excitation	
sources	and	signatures	can	be	harnessed	to	improve	detectability	
• This	research	aims	to	reduce	detection	time,	reduce	detectable	limits,	
and	increase	standoff	for	detection	of	trace	effluents	and	deposits	,	
and	enable	in-field	rapid	chararacterization	for	nuclear	forensics	
• This	research	will	leverage	synergistic	projects	and	relationships	with	
national	laboratories	(PNNL,	LLNL,	LBNL)	to	promote	technology	and	
student	transitions
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